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A word of salutation

A word of salutation

Abo. Nam dolorporro quidem quaerovid eliquo te velis eumque perrovit, quatur, ipsandust omnit aut latiore nost, quistis aut apel modio magnam facestiorit et quias nimus alit que porae cuptur serundanda
dolendi ssitenimus rem quam que senias autem lamet
et ut officaerum qui alitae odipis et fugit, tempero
experibus quae cullabor autemquam am aut ium qui
corehenimpor mi, nimost moloresciam, omnis dollaudamus molorro ex eatio. Name nonsequias rempore mporiae dolorro cuptasi temporrovid magnat de sequisiniam, eum, sitat re nonserum fugit,Opiorur. Avo, Ti.
Ti. Nihilis, C. O tudet quem aperdio, constem morumum
num uterfentem, st fex me face tam ati publia? Udam
publicaet quod con vid det vid ficulto ilium iam aus
hore pro, nocupio vit, suscips, cricaet nem dintrum
tam in adhui fitartiam tantis. Pultorum publiam trum.
Quit. Viviveresedi signonsum nihi, quo caves iam labem actu se, nit, stin se omnimissil hore, que notiondi sere hos abemus incerfenis.Caet vit, castastia?
queme tabementi, nonfectus cut firi sent? Batimovir
locum cupio esimis, num aus, publicio perriss olinatiliu sunicaeque conensum effre foracchil tum am

Ut quiduci dolorepudae sequae et enimili busdaerum diciis as inciet
fugit optatent int et quam aut eriatem et dolorem exceruntur adia eum
reium exerchicate si volorem eosa core, simaio te et ommoluptatur
rehenimaio imosti cus, ipitata tempore volorecto bera consed quibus, natur as dolo volumet adit que perchil latquunt quate illatisquam
dolum lam, non ped quas sita quo delesto taspicat inimpor seque
quam, sa parchit re elendit as doluptaquo eius modi ventiis acitibus,
quo expedis in res modia nonsecullam dus audae reribus dolent esequas pellam, quae si rest mosa ipis quas untur asperum facea sit ut
escienis atias audit rentia solessim ea coria core volestio. Ut volessi
nciminv eribus maximenimpel ex et abor autas re por maximporum
que vollaccus et ento te plibus, exceat et, et volupta testem re natentio int, sed mosandem et aborit volore ad magnihilita comnis prernam
qui ut optium eicatiis esciate moluptat andant dignatur sitatemque
moles et dolorest, anis porendi venecaborum abor res etur alit pos
et aut magnihilit laborendia adigniae num aut alictem postibus, nihiliq
uaspitio offici nessusam et et quam fugit exeri ni utenis ea nullab ilis
eum iur modita volorepe maio. Aximaximent quiscia quuntibus maximi, quodita quameniam vollaut empore sandaes nitaturit ereptatur?
Xere, consendest fugiatur sitatiu ntibus et pa voluptatur, sin
cor sam que dolorum volor seque poreptio quostio et, ad
qui culloribus et, quia simaion sernatem volo digentiur?
Ut et premporis il maios dem et, quassit atusdae id quias aut voluptu
ritaquas magnam aut iniminc torrovide latur, cusape pa vel min num
estemolupid ma aceressit aut ad quostor a dolentur, ommolectum
A word of salutation
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05.

05 Scheme of infrastructure and building
heights of Cheryomushki, Arkadii Shupliakov, Kirill
Kumpan, 2017
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Task assignment

Prof. Engel Barbara
Asst Prof. Rogge
Nikolas
Chair of International Urban Design
Institute of Urban and Landscape
Planning
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology [KIT]

Task assignment

The task was to on different scales from a citywide
perspective to details in the blocks.
Analysis – potentials and problems
In the first days there should have been the focus on a case sensitive analysis, understanding the deficits and potential of the district already discussing first measures on how to improve the found
aspects. For every topic it was crucial to have a closer look to
the context – in a historical, functional, spatial, social manner.
It was essential to work out and show where the potentials and deficits within the district and/or in relation to the city,
to the block were found. It was also required to show clear
goals concerning each topic in potential and deficit maps.
Each group was asked to make a suggestion on how to deal
with the its findings. The point of the working process was to focus but not to limit oneself on ideas and approaches.

Conception
We had to work out a concept specifically for the given site. So it
was required to state the crucial conceptional ideas for improving the
area and, besides the urban layout, to discuss possibilities of implementation and develop a strategy. And in conclusion, enunciate requirements which are needed in order to achieve one’s proposal?
Strategies for implementation
Proposals for urban design solutions, reorganizing of open spaces and transformation of buildings can only be successful if there
is a clear strategy of the whole planning and financing process.
Therefore, it was crucial to develop strategies and policies, in order to integrate single measurements in a broader picture. Phases
had to be thought over, how to start, what was the long-term-strategy and short-term measurement? Important point was that the
investors need a secure environment in which they can calculate their risks and benefits. At the same time, it was very
important to think about the regulations to ensure high quality, so
the funding models had to be discussed whether the burden should
be taken from the individuals and distributed among the community. Finally, the individuals had to be involved in the decision-making process to guarantee social and sustainable developments.

Task assignment
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Team of Functions, Density and Diversity

Prof. Mark Meerovich
Asst Prof. Olga Savytska
Anastasiia Ivanchenko
Iuliia Frantseva
Kirill Kumpan
Sofia Bakanova
Svitlana Protsenko

1.

Functions, Density and Diversity

Situation and background. Analysis.

For analysis of functional meaning of the Cheryomushki district our
group used method of the comparative analysis. Comparing the initial
functions, which were implemented in project of 1960es with existing
situation, we can see both the development and decline of base functions of the district. In the beginning the district was designed for life
and leisure of workers of big industrial factories. Nowadays function of
big industrial companies changed drastically. “Promsvyas” factory does
not work now and gives for rent their rooms for offices. Science-in
dustrial institute “Shtorm” almost stopped its activity. Part of the
territory is a sport club now. Though project and research institutes nowadays occupy only insignificant area of once large factories, they rent all the remaining facilities and indoor space.
Functions of the daily services changed their location. Former multifunctional centers of daily services, which included hairdressing, drycleaners, shoe repair shops and clothes repair shops divided into small
distributions spread all over the district. When previously such centers
were situated on the perimeter of the quarter in quantity of 2-3 units,
nowadays they have lost their precise positioning. Former large department store transformed into supermarkets and small retail shops, which
are chaotically scattered throughout the whole territory of the district.
Educational function changed only a little. Some kindergartens
were closed or became a private property, other are still working.
Functions, Density and Diversity

06 Scheme of the existing districts in Odessa
including Cheryomushki, Kirill Kumpan, 2017
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11.

7 Scheme showing the transformation of functions
from the initial project till the current conditions
8 Cultural, educational, administrative, medical and
other functions in Cheryomushki, their initial and
current condition
9 Service function in Cheryomushki, its initial and
current condition
10 Residential function in Cheryomushki, its initial
and current condition
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12.

Situation with schools is almost the same. The main change is
that school territory lost its function. Sports grounds are in decline; many schools lack sport equipment on their territory.
The Odessa Financial Technical School (today - Odessa Financial
and Economic College) has been preserved. A branch of the Kiev
National Trade and Economic University was opened right there.
Despite its number of population (125,000 people), Cheryomushki houses only one higher education institution which obviously is
not enough. A large number of students have to go to other parts
of the city to obtain the variety of professions. It causes daily shuttle migration which in its turn leads to regular rush hour traffic.

13.

14.

The main medical center remains the 10th city hospital, which
serves the entire city. In addition, a private multidisciplinary medical center was opened here in the early 2000s. There once were
2-3 large medical facilities per each district. Nowadays, they are
only a few left, except of several private dental offices located
in almost every quarter. However, there are two maternity hospitals and women‘s clinics which still continue to function.
Sports function was represented by local sports grounds
and those situated outside the schools’ buildings, and
also by youth sports schools, which combined various
sports activities. Today the function of such sports schools
is lost, seven existing ones have a non-diversified
character.

Functions, Density and Diversity

11 Scheme showing the spread of functions in
Cheryomushki today
12 Location of the educational facilities in relation to
Cheryomushki
13 Location of the existing and newly proposed
educational facilities in relation to Cheryomushki
14 Sketch showing the relocation of educational and
cultural facilities
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The function of public catering which was carried out by canteens on
the premises of different manufacturing facilities, schools and colleges, has been developed into private cafes, bars, and restaurants.
It is also worth noting that the organization of cultural functions
in Cheryomushki is rather poor. It only consists of the „Moscow“ cinema, built in the 1960s and located in Gorky Park
and several libraries which are no longer as popular as before in the 20th century. Museums and theaters had not been
part of the original design and have not appeared over time.

16.

And thus, the original idea of Cheryomushki in the 1960s
that had proposed a concept of „a city within the city“ have
been transformed into a “sleeper” neighborhood.
2. Planning goals.
The enhancement of the population’s quality of life in Cheryomushki on each of the four scales - city, district, quarter and courtyard. Our group aims to introduce the missing functions and reorganize existing ones for the bene

17.

fit of the inhabitants, to form public spaces along the meridional streets with further concentration of the human flows, and
to return the function of social accumulator to the yards.
3. Scenarios

18.

19.

15 Functional analysis of existing situation
16 Scheme showing 3 type of property to be
implemented in the district
17 Sketch showing the possible solution for the
parking
problem
18 Scheme showing the modern use of schools‘
territory
19 Scheme showing problems with visibility and
safety at intersections
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Our first district scenario is based on introducing the function
of higher education institutions into the structure of the district.
Therefore, a significant number the inhabitants of Cheryomushki will include students and young scientists, who in their turn
will enable further development of the housing function. A large
number of apartments will be rented; dormitories, hostels and
hotels will appear. The cafes, confectioneries and bakeries will
flourish, and thus the public spaces will be activated. The establishment of summer theaters and nightclubs, reorganization of
libraries into media libraries and hubs will also be possible.
The second scenario focuses on the ageing of the population. The
adjacent territory within the yards will turn into an area for meetings, recreation and gardening. There will be no need for a large
number of sports grounds. The entire infrastructure and healthcare facilities will be concentrated in a minimum radius of accessibility. It will also be possible to reorganize dormitories into
nursing homes. The problem with parking spaces will be solved
- older people do not use personal transport as much as middle
age groups. And thus, the public transport will prevail and will be
further developed (trolleybuses and trams will be the priority).
Of course, the first scenario implies the evolution of
the district. Younger age groups are more likely to be
involved in the development processes of their district.
We also worked on a scenario in the scale of the courtyards, which
we analyzed according to 3 types of property. The first type suggests
Team of Functions, Density and Diversity
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21.

22.
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23.

20 Scheme showing the development of linear public
spaces in a random way
21 Sketches of the streets‘ sections
22 Comparative scheme of the longitude and latitude
streets
23 Sketch of the possible solution for the longitude
streets
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24.

the fusion of multi-storey housing block owners into one organization –
condominium. All decisions concerning the construction on the outdoor
territory of houses and the transformation of the territory are made by
the members of the condominium during their meetings. Tenants decide for themselves what additional functions should be implemented in
their courtyards. We, as architects, should make a list of crucial functions for their courtyards and find a balance of each of this functions.
The second option is the private property when each person or entity can claim a certain part of the adjacent territory. In
this case, the space around the houses will turn into a “patchwork”. Private owners will use the land parcels for their needs
– as a garden, a sports ground, an alcove, a kiosk, etc.
Under conditions of the third form of ownership, when the adjacent territory belongs to the municipality, a special organization is responsible for
the improvement, which is assigned by the city authorities or residents
of the adjacent houses. Such organization develops a functional zoning
of the yard and its landscaping. Therefore, people get a common space
for communication and recreation. Moreover, after the permission of
the authorized bodies, small business can be situated in the local area.
The most optimized scenario for the development of the adjacent territory is the condominium. It allows to exploit the
function of the yard as a social accumulator to its full potential in a similar way to the traditional Odessa court.
4. Conception
Taking the mentioned above scenarios into account, we have
built up certain concepts for each of the explored scales.
In the city scale we plan to implement educational and cultural functions by opening branches of the existing universities of Odessa
here in Cheryomushki (e.g. Odessa I.I.Mechnikov National University, ONPU and ONAFT, new non-governmental universities, museums
Functions, Density and Diversity

24 Reorganization of the trade and service functions
within the quarter ‘s perimeter
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25.

and exhibition grounds, event-related zones and facilities etc.).
In the district scale we aim to reorganize the open linear spaces along the meridian streets into leisure, recreational, service, trade and parking zones. It will partially reduce the outward migrations from Cheryomushki. We also find it essential
to clear the yard area from illegal parkings and garages.
In the yard scale we intend to enable a differentiation of
the yard territories according to three forms of ownership (municipal, private and collective ownership).
25 Concept of the functional development within the
longitude streets

22
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27.

28.

29.

30.

5. Realization
In the district scale, we offer a clear sequence of steps to ensure the
functionality of space. First of all, we implement the educational function on the basis of the emerged institutes in Cheryomushki, which,
in varying degrees, have lost their initial citywide and, at times, even
nationwide significance (research institutes, research and developFunctions, Density and Diversity

26 Scheme of the proposed land-use and boundary
survey, Iuliia Frantseva, 2017
27 Typology of yards, Type A, Iuliia Frantseva, Sofia
Bakanova, 2017
28 Typology of yards, Type B, Iuliia Frantseva, Sofia
Bakanova, 2017
29 Typology of yards, Type C, Iuliia Frantseva, Sofia
Bakanova, 2017
30 Typology of yards, Type F, Iuliia Frantseva, Sofia
Bakanova, 2017
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31.

32.

33.

24
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34.

ment institutes, institutes of design and survey, design offices, etc.).
Secondly, we place educational and cultural functions at the available territories both on rental basis and by the governance of
the municipality (the construction of the Open University of Science and Culture and other education and cultural facilities).
And finally, we situate cultural and education centers for different age groups within the existing school grounds. Since the number of educational facilities per each district was clearly defined by
the regulatory system established even before the construction
of Cheryomushki, there is a sufficient number of schools, which
have enough space for any additional functions, and therefore, can
be transformed into local centers of attraction for each quarter.
In order to meet our goal of transforming the street space
we create a comfortable linear public space along the longitude streets and thus entice the functions of leisure,
recreation, entertainment and parking to them. It would help
to meet the wide range of popular demands and needs in
Cheryomushki. Furthermore, according to the City General Plan of Odessa it is anticipated to build up multifunctional public and trading centers with multi-storey car par
ks. This approach will shut the structure of the longitude streets, thereby establishing functional magnets.
In the yard scale, as mentioned before, we suggest three ways of the
differentiation concerning the land plot. Our team considers the establishment of housing cooperatives to be the most rational solution.
We believe that the hand-over of the yard territory to the people who
live in the adjacent houses will lead to cooperation and increase in
responsibility for the yards. As an instrument of municipal control we
suggest a set of land-use recommendations, which all housing cooperatives must follow in order to avoid the possibility of further functional
degradation of the yard areas. These land-use recommendations would
include identification and balance of functional zones and establishFunctions, Density and Diversity

31 Scheme showing the land demarcation and
land-use organization in the yards
32 Scheme showing the land-use organization in the
yards
33 Scheme showing the land-use organization and
maintence of the territory in the yards
34 Scheme showing the basic approach towards the
development of schools‘ territories
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35.

ment of the list of limitations. Nevertheless, we do not exclude the
implementation of other two variants, when the property is partly or
entirely privatized or the ownership and control over the yards belongs
to the municipality. However, they also must strictly adhere to land-use
rules and recommendations. In order to fulfil this idea, we find it essential to remove the unauthorized parking and service function outside
the inner space of quarters and to demolish garages in the yards.

35 Scheme showing the out-of-balance condition in
the yards today
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37.
36 Scheme showing the land demarcation
according to different types of yards
37 Sketch of the yard zoning
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38.
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39.

30
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40.

41.

42.
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Team of Built Up Structure

Prof. Kozlov Valeri
Asst Prof. Rogge Nikolas
PhD Cand. Kozlova Mila
PhD Cand. Dmytrik Nadija
Antipenko Gleb
Kolodin Oleksandr

Built Up Structure

Analysis and Goals
City
Cheryomushki is located 5km south-west from the historic center
of Odessa. It covers an area of about 4,6 km2. The district boarders the airport in the west and is only 2,5 km away from the Black
Sea to the east. The district was built quickly between 1960 and
1975 and has clear borders with the adjacent neighborhoods which
consist of either one family houses or simply retail areas and garages. The district has a relatively homogenous built-up structure
mostly consisting of 5-storey-high dwellings (Krushevkas), leading
not only to a clear identity, but also a relatively boring environment.
Besides the Krushevkas there are also 9 storey dwellings, a few towers up to 16 stories each and some buildings for other usages.
One of the biggest assets to the district is its high density of 23.000 p/km2. Generally speaking, it is a residential area
of about 2 million m2 of apartments (18 m2 / person).
Although the district has a high density It still has a potential for further spatial densification as there is quite a lot of
open space. Due to the size of district and its diversity in functions it could be developed into a self-sufficient city.
To improve the quality of life within Cheryomushki there should be
Built Up Structure

38 Scheme showing the balanced functional
development of the microdistrict
39 Scheme showing the approach towards the
development of the cultural and educational functions
40 Sketch showing the land-use scenario of
condominiums
41 Sketch showing the land-use scenario of
municipality
42 Sketch showing the land-use scenario of mass
privatization
43 Scheme showing the periods of use of the
schools‘ territories
44 Scheme showing the periods of use of the
schools‘ territories
45 Scheme showing the approach towards the
development of the cultural and educational functions
46 Scheme showing the connection of Cheryomushki to the entire city by taking advantage of the
strategic sites and preserving the district‘s identity
47 Scheme showing the problem of isolation of the
district due to its poor build up structure and lack of
attractive sites
48 Scheme showing the
49 Scheme showing the
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50.

51.

larger variety of flats and, moreover, the residential fund should be
diversified to provide attractive housing for different income groups.
The existing houses have to be renovated since most of them are
in rather bad condition. Because of this and the negative perception of large housing estates the district has a bad reputation.
In a transformation process the human scale, identity and unity within the city could be lost, but worst of all, the district is under the risk of becoming isolated from the rest of the city.
While preserving its own identity the district should provide a variety
of different buildings which, in turn, can enable different functions to
attract both the city residents and its visitors. The beneficial position
near the airport should also be taken into account and fully utilized.
Scenarios and Strategies

52.

On the city scale a variety of possibilities need to be discussed.
Following the “city within a city” principle the boarders have to be
maintained and no adjacent development should be permitted. Although, it is a clear goal to preserve the integrity of the district, most
scenarios integrate the district further into the urban fabric. This
integration is what we want to achieve. It should follow the existing
and newly formed axes by the means of a densified development.
District
Four very wide boulevards and four equally big avenues divide the district into 18 quarters (micro districts) 20-60ha each.
Quarters located in the center of the district host mostly public
and commercial functions with a bigger variety of building typologies (e.g. markets, different small factories and offices and
a large park, which basically is a green core of the district.

50 Scheme showing the strategy of consolidation of
the airport-see connection #1
51 Scheme showing the strategy of consolidation of
the airport-see connection #2
52 Scheme of basic strategies of the district
development in the city scale
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The Boulevards, which lie north and south, are 60-80 m wide and
usually have 2 lanes per each direction and a broad zone of greenery, pedestrian and bicycle lanes on both sides of the road. Linear
and sometimes even monotonous impression of these boulevards
is reinforced by the 5-storey houses running along the street.
Team of Built Up Structure

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

The avenues, which lie east and west, have a similar framework of greenery and infrastructure. However, the buildings located are more various in terms of their orientation and height.
On the one hand, it may lead to an unclear spatial configuration,
but on other hand, it provides streets with a certain rhythm.
There is also a wide variety of small kiosks which interrupt the
fluidity and pedestrian accessibility, thus creating an impression of a completely unorganized structure. This disorder is
well represented at the intersections of boulevards and avenues, where it is not only uncomfortable but also unsafe.
After 1990 the district has been losing its unity and character because no holistic planning effort was made since then. Without such
holistic approach, it is unlikely that the unified appearance of the district can be maintained and thus the district might lose its integrity.
To conclude, we want to provide the district with an impetus for further
development by enabling environment for both large and small investments. Moreover, we want to preserve and strengthened boulevards
and avenues, improve the orientation and identification of different
neighborhoods and to organize a better distribution of functions.
Scenarios and Strategies
The need for further densification and construction could be
met though the redevelopment of the entire quarters which, in
turn, would lead to the lack of balance within the district.
A linear development along the boulevards and avenues
could make them more attractive for the tenants and take advantage of the existing public transport system.
Built Up Structure
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54
55
56
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Scheme showing
Scheme showing
Scheme showing
Scheme showing
Scheme showing
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58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

Can it be written like this?
58
59
60
61
62
63

Sketch of the district‘s development
Sketch of the district‘s development
Sketch of the district‘s development
Sketch of the district‘s development
Sketch of the district‘s development
Sketch of the district‘s development
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58-63

Sketch of the district‘s development
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64.

65.

66.

Due to the high demand for dwellings and other types of buildings they might get overloaded.
By closing the corners of the district with high-rises only a relatively small amount of new built up structures can be implemented, and in case if the towers get too high the scale of the
district can be lost. However, these high-rises located at the corners of the district could provide identity for both quarters and
the district itself and enable a wide spread of functions.
Concept
To achieve a well-balanced development of the district while providing
space for a larger variety of typologies, both for dwellings and for other
functions we propose a transformation on different levels. First of all,
the commercial center should be redeveloped. Some buildings such
as market hall and landmarks within the factories should be preserved,
Built Up Structure

64 Scheme showing the potential of using the
uniform structure of the entire district and the
opportunity of preservation of the soviet heritage
65 Scheme showing the
66 Sketch showing the idea of accentuating the
edges of the qurters
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67.

68.

67 Scheme showing the goal of densifying and
clarifying the urban layout and preserving the idea of
space fluidity
68 Scheme showing the potential preserving the
fluid urban layout
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70.

71.

72.

73.
69 Scheme showing current condition of the
microdistrict
70 Concept of the microdistrict #1
71 Concept of the microdistrict #2
72 Scheme showing the strategy of preserving and
enhancing the closed appearence of the quater with
the extenuation of corners
73 Scheme showing the strategy of preserving the
existing facades or change to the former appearence
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74.

75.
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77.

78.

79.

80.

81.
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83.

84.

the rest can be transformed into a CBD / CCD. In strategic terms, a
high development should occur in the periphery of Cheryomushki in
order to establish an entry point to the district. Areas near the intersections should be finished by the high-rise buildings which purpose is
to reinforce the district’s identity and to enhance orientation within it.
Quarter (microdistrict)

74 Scheme showing threats to loose the quality of
the original urban layout
75 Sketch showing the idea of fluidity in the
microdistrict
76 Scheme showing the first way of the microdistrict‘s development as a building-free territory
77 Scheme showing the second way of the
microdistrict‘s development according to the structure
of the historical part of Odessa
78 Scheme showing the third way of the microdistrict‘s development by enhancing the periphery of the
quarters.
79 Scheme showing the third way of the microdistrict‘s development by increasing the density
80 Scheme showing the third way of the microdistrict‘s development by enhancing the inner space of
the quarter
81 Section A-A to the scheme #79
82 Scheme showing the results of the steps taken
to enhance the microdistrict
83 Principle #1 Border of the microdistrict
84 Principle #2 Public space inside the microdistrict
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The quarter is the most important unit in Cheryomushki.
Each quarter houses, on average, 8.000 inhabitants. However, there is
a lack in the typology of the buildings. A significant amount of unauthorized built up structures such as sheds and garages can be found
between the buildings, in yards, next to the streets, etc. Due to the
buildings’ orientation along the boulevards quarters have quite clear
borders at the sides but they are rather unclear along the avenues.
The houses inside the quarter do not stand in closed blocks or in a
clear row. Sometimes they are parallel to the inner streets, sometimes
they are perpendicular. Even the aligned houses vary in their length
and the spacing of buildings is sometimes half of their width. Although
this layout enables a fluent movement through the entire quarter, it
also complicates spatial orientation within it. While walking through
the urban fabric of the district new unexpected spatial configurations
appear quite often, and thus there is still only a minor difference between the street and the yard. There is no clear differentiation between public and private spaces, as well as between the area in front
of the building and behind it. On the one hand, fences, stones, old
tires and small walls made by locals can be considered as a certain
zoning of the area, but on the other hand, these locals’ initiatives can
lead to even less structured and organized land-use, as the spacTeam of Built Up Structure

ing between these fences and garages is not used at all. The core of
each quarter has an open layout with only a few public buildings such
as kindergartens and schools being situated in a park-like areas.
The quarters show a potential for further densification, especially near
the corners. The open space in the center should stay unoccupied
to preserve the special character it currently has. Today the quarters have a rather closed structure and thus have a strong unity.
The goal is to organize both planned and unplanned build-up structures, while preserving the idea of a public core in the center, fluidity through the entire quarter and a residential zone on the periphery that would minimize unsafe and undefined spaces within

85.
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the microdistrict and lead to a better orientation in the quarter.
Scenarios and Concepts
The most likely scenario is at the same time the least promising
concerning the heritage of the district, the quality of life and the
environment as a whole. Nevertheless, according to what we see
in Russia, the entire districts are being demolished to free the territory in the central locations for more profitable investments.
Therefore, districts lose their spatial fluidity and the variety of
configuration of space. The higher densification of quarters
can lead to the loss of their identity. The fluidity of space requires space, otherwise the current quality will be lost.
Built Up Structure

85 Existing small sizes of the flats within the block,
Team of Built Up Structure, 2017
86 Existing yards and their denarcation, Team of
Built Up Structure, 2017
87 Diversification of the typology of flats accoring to
the modern demands, Team of Built Up Structure,
2017
88 Concept in the block scale, Team of Built Up
Structure, 2017
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After the demolishment of all the existing unauthorized structures such as garages and sheds the original layout would reappear, though the need for more housing and the unclear urban
fabric would still exist. That is why it is essential to find a solution concerning the required storage space and parking areas.
We suggest to organize the densification of quarters and
to clarify the build-up structure. This would solve a number of problems local urban fabric has. These are:
- The open corners along the avenues where buildings stand perpendicular to the street and thus open the semi-public space to a major traffic.
- The open corners of quarters with a lack of structure.
- The undefined spaces within the district especially around the dwellings.
- The lack of flats and commercial buildings.
- A better orientation on the microdistrict level.
On the one hand, we want to achieve this by constructing new buildings. We want to close the open edges of the quarters along the
avenues, maintain the linear structure and preserve enough space
for ventilation. In the residential areas we want to define both half
closed and semi-public yards by carefully positioning new residential buildings and extending the existing ones to line them
up with others. Our plan is to demolish buildings and structures
that subvert the idea of a public core and semi-private yards.
Realization
There is a need for a legal background for the densification,
since in many cases the existing buildings will be affected.
Block / Yards
Due to the described layout there are no classical blocks, the positioning of the houses, however, provides a human scale. The
most common are five-storey buildings which are 15m in height,
10 m in width and 50-75 m in length and have from 3 to 5 entrances. Other less spread dwellings have up to 16 stories, but
there are a few of them. Different configurations of blocks can be
found as well. The buildings follow the soviet planning code, except minor changes in their structure when more space is required. Therefore, the buildings‘ orientation is often quite varied.
Prognosis
Uncontrolled construction of unauthorized structures would result in a loss of public and semi-public spaces which, in its
turn, would eliminate the attractiveness of the yard space.
General Assessment
The original layout of Cheryomushki needs further densification and clarification in all scales.
The original layout shows a lack of function on all scales, as well
as the building typologies and opportunities for the diverse de-
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89.

velopment. On the one hand, this is a result of altered requirements and conditions. On the other hand, it occurred due to the
mistakes made during the planning and construction. Over the
years it has resulted in a rather chaotic transformation of the district. This transformation was possible because of the fluent layout of the modern city combined with a lack of regulation.
Moreover, this transformation has often led to unclear and unsatisfying
results. It has contradicted the original ideas, has not met the occurring needs sufficiently and has even led to the dangerous situations.
(e.g. lack of traffic visibility at the crossroads; dark spacing between
the garages and unsafe adjacent structures such as balconies).
With our concepts on the different scales we want to find a new
balance in further densification, while preserving and strengthening our understanding of the original ideas of Cheryomushki.

89 Scheme showing the goal to diversify the
typology of flats according to the modern standards of
living (original sketch)
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Open Space and Landscape

1. Situation and Background. Analysis.
Odessa has always been a tourist destination by the sea with a
mild climate and a beautiful coastline. However, it has not much to
do with the Cheryomuhski district but nevertheless its territory is
one that the city should take care of. This is a question of high importance of how to deal with spaces and greenery outside the attractive seaside throughout the future development of the city.
We defined that Cheryomuhski is a very undetermined and unclear
place in terms of the open spaces. The district itself is one of the biggest green areas in Odessa, however, it is not perceived as such.
Main open spaces are no longer exclusive for the district’s inhabitants due to the increasing commercialization of the open spaces.
Nowadays, for example, the Gorki park as the main in the entire district is more like a theme park, which territory is more or less privatized and has a lot of closed spaces. In the meanwhile, the rest of
the district struggles with the economic and social issues leading
to the increase of pollution and criminalization (perceived or real).
The undetermined and split surfaces also make things worse. The misuse of space and unorganized private use can be seen all over the district
and moreover they are condensing the open spaces and destroying the
initial concept of fluidity. This is an unfortunate development, because
the Cheryomuhski district has a lot of potential. The spacious green
Open Space and Landscape

90 Green spaces in Odessa, Team of Open Space
and Landscape, 2017
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93.

94.
91 Scheme showing the analysis of green spaces in
Odessa
92 Scheme showing goals in the city scale
93 Sketch showing goals within the districts
94 Sketch showing aspects which have to be
reduced during further development
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areas can be used in various ways in case if they are well appointed.
The smooth landscape includes the possibility of the processional usage developed within the inhabitants. This is an essential aspect often missed in the city centre and other districts in Odessa.
Another thing is the lack of understanding of the ownership issues.
Whether it is the issue of zoning, the formation and structuring of the
housing cooperatives or the legal restrictions it is pretty much unclear.
Besides, these rules can be easily interpreted. As the legal framework
for the city planning which was mentioned earlier lacks organisation, it leads to a subjective, speculative and disastrous decisions.
2. Planning Goals
After analysis of the situation and background we state three planning
goals concerning the problems and potentials on different scales.

95.

Due to the isolation of Cheryomuhski in the city scale the main
goal is to make the district a green place of citywide importance.
We believe it will attract new people and provide sustainability.
Because the open spaces in the district are undetermined and
unclear, the goal for this scale is to enable “as much structuring as possible, as much freedom as necessary”. It means there
must be a determinacy between the public open spaces and private land, as well as the preservation of the former structure.
In the microdistrict scale, we would like to organize the open
spaces as a consistent system, which provides the microdistrict
with a necessary fluidity, orientation and structure and therefore solves the problem of disorder in the whole microdistrict.
3. Scenarios
We have considered quite extreme scenarios to find the right balance. These scenarios were made basing on the ratio between
public and private spaces, quantity of the greenery, delimitation
of boundaries. We decided to consider these scenarios on behalf
of the city administration, inhabitants and potential investors.

96.

Our first assumption was to minimize commercial space and maximize the public space as much as possible. The result of this approach would be an inclusive city, which would be hard to maintain
for the administration and would also be unattractive for investors.
The opposite approach, on the other hand, would leave the district with no control of the administration and pass it to wealthy
inhabitants who would enforce strong segregation processes.
Therefore, we must aim for the precise and well-adjusted balance
to ensure the organization of reasonable and healthy processes.

97.

95 Scheme showing the interconnection of
Cheryomushki and other parts of the city
96 Scheme showing the interconnection of green
spaces within the city
97 Scheme showing goals on the city level
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Our second scenario is about the organization of greenery. What if
nobody took care of it and it would remain chaotic? Or, on the other hand, what if the green spaces in the district were structured?
Though an unorganized greenery can lead to pollution and crime
issues, which we can see today to a certain extent, too much
Team of Open Space and Landscape

structuring of the green spaces can build up a fine image but
also denies the identification and self-organization of people.
The last scenario questions the boundaries. What if everything is fenced? Or what if there is no fencing at all?
This scenario completely ruins the fluidity inside the microdistrict. As a
result, it creates a very inflexible system. And on the contrary, the idea
of unfenced and smooth spaces is flexible and easy to reorganize. However, too much fluidity can also cause a dissolution of neighborhoods.

98.

4. Conception
Our concept consists of three levels: a green framing of the city,
hierarchy of the district and fluidity in the microdistrict scale.
In the city scale it is important to develop a green framing which will
improve climate condition, comfort of life and etc., and to integrate open
spaces which will be attractive to people who live outside the district.
In the district scale we want to achieve determinacy between
public open spaces and private land plots by creating a hierarchy for green public network and by defining their structure. The
idea of this hierarchy is to provide different ways of organization
of the green public network by means of main roads, boulevards,
paths inside the microdistrict and minor pedestrian network.

99.

In the microdistrict scale we want to attain fluidity and
easy orientation by creating inner paths inside the microdistrict and by defining the surrounding spaces.
According to German examples, the reorganization of the open spaces was made by special governmental programs that have provided a
comprehensive and organized approach (Gorbitz, Prohlis - Program
Soziale Stadt). The local inhabitants of Cheryomuhski have already gone
through a very dynamic but not organized process of space reorganization. The city administration of Odessa in its turn has a number of budget and capacity problems concerning the development of such project.
100.

Therefore, we would like to organize this process by implementing hierarchy and providing fluidity by means of different landscape tools (e.g. design code). That also means to respect the wishes and needs of people who live here.
In addition, waterfront zoning code of the city of New York is also
a fine example. It has established a number of special rulers concerning space usage and orientation methods (e.g. green corridors
should be separated by entrances with new visual points every 250m,
private owners have to provide walkability on their property etc.
5. Realization
For the realization of our concept we propose an implementation of particular steps on different scales.
In the city scale it is necessary to form green connections inside the
city by revitalizing the former structure. This approach includes revitalization of green connections, organization of the open spaces as a
Open Space and Landscape

98 Scheme showing goals within the blocks
99 Scheme showing proposal for the district
100 Scheme showing goals on different levels
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101 Scheme showing the density of green spaces
as how it was before
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102 Scheme showing the density of green spaces
as how it is planned to be in future
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part of the green frame of the city and development of green corridors.
The of the most important short-term measures should be the justification of the vegetation and its value by involving people to the process.
Furthermore, another short-term solution is to demolish fences and
boundaries where it is required. The long-term development is to formulate a sustainable green frame for the city and enforce the vegetation.
In the district scale we suggest the development of regulation mechanisms for the green public network on a districtwide scale in order to provide the hierarchy.
First of all, we suggest to initiate informal guidelines by involving the
inhabitants of the district for the development of the green public network. Then these informal guidelines could be developed in detail by
forming the green code for its further implementation on the territory.
As a long-term solution, the informal guidelines could be
applied for the legislative regulation of the green public network on the whole district scale.

103 Scheme showing the scenario of a maximized
public space
104 Scheme showing the scenario of a minimized
public space
105 Scheme showing an approach of redundant
amount of boundaries
106 Scheme showing an approach of reducing any
existing boundaries
107 Scheme showing the proposal for the district
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In the district scale first and foremost the land plot division has to be organized along the perimeter in order to define both public and private spaces.
Secondarily, certain rules have to be stated in order to develop an adaptive system and a precise design code.
Furthermore, a number of attraction points have to be developed,
discussed and implemented in regard to the inhabitants’ needs and
wishes and according to the public requirements and possibilities.
Team of Open Space and Landscape
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In long-term, all defined inner paths and routes have to be improved
and, possibly, integrated in the bigger green public network.
At the same time enhancement of the yards has to be monitored so that the balance could be achieved.
To conclude, our concept is to build up a flexible green network, which design and appearance can be up for debate but
they always have to ensure the main idea of the concept.
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108 Scheme showing one of the scenarios of
microdistrict‘s development
109 Scheme showing a proposal for the district
110 Scheme showing the concept of space
development
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Mobility and Transport

1. Situation and Background. Analysis.
Region
The existence of Airport, Railway and Sea Harbor should be considered as the strongest potentials on the regional scale. Traffic
on this scale is mostly caused by tourism, education and business
activities. Despite the potentials of the region, it is only accessible by cars and lacks a possibility to interchange by means of other types of transport. It causes huge traffic flows inside the city.
City
Existing street and public transportation networks can be seen as
a potential. They are dense in the city center and become sparse
towards the outskirts of the city. Multiple links can be found within street network, which can be used to establish optimal redirection and hierarchy. Those types of transport which were widely
used in Soviet Times such as trolleybuses and trams are still functioning. At the same time, city public transportation network has
no precise hierarchy, structure and efficiency on the roads.
The overall problem is the inconvenience of public transport
which results in need for private transport and ineffective high
dense traffic. Today’s system is concentrated on certain streets
and does not supply all areas with transportation service.
Mobility and Transport

111 Scheme showing the conception in the
microdistrict scale
112 Scheme of the potentials for further development
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This is caused by several factors:
- Public transport is not fast. It uses the same lanes as regular cars
and, therefore, it ends up to be in the same traffic jams. Trams are
used to cover a huge area instead of going straight beside the center. On the other hand, the trolleybus network is not distributed over
the whole city and is sometimes concentrated on a particular street.
- The bus network is mostly operated by private companies;
they are not focused on suitable service for the whole city area.
Their aim is to gain as much benefit as possible, which means
they provide their service only in those areas which have the
highest demand during the daytime. As a result, bus and tram
stops are not always available in a 5 min walk accessibility.

116.

113 Scheme showing the indoor and outdoor
transformation of the district
114 Scheme showing concept of the multimodal
parkings
115 Scheme showing current location of the
garages
116 Scheme showing current location of unauthorized parkings
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- Since the public transport is split over several stakeholders, the
system lacks a reliable organized schedule. Tickets are valid only
in the bus or tram in which they are bought. That makes the interchange in a multi-model approach expensive and inefficient.
A reasonable interchange to accelerate the city-wide network is
not considered. This system makes it also impossible to implement subsidized public transport (e.g. a cheaper monthly ticket).
If no measures to solve the problematic traffic situation are taken, streets will become overloaded, which,
in its turn, will reduce the travel speed of all road users and will also decrease the quality of life in Odessa.

Team of Mobility and Transport
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District
On the district scale, the existing urban fabric can also be seen
as a potential. The wide streets bring many possibilities for the
traffic reorganization, such as separation of private and public transport, supplementation of bicycle lanes and even parking lots for guests. The building fabric enables free movement
through it. Not only the orthogonal grid for pedestrians and cyclists can be used as it is now, but also the diagonal one.
The problem is the public transport, which is heading to the city center
and is not connecting the areas one to another. Residents of Cheryomushki cannot get fast to the neighboring microdistrict using the public
transport and as the result they have to use private cars more often.
Microdistrict
The potential of open spaces is hidden within microdistricts. Currently, these spaces are chaotically occupied by private garages,
small shops and other buildings without any recognizable sysMobility and Transport

117 Scheme showing the analysis of parkings‘
quantity
118 Sketch of the parkings located on the roofs of
the buildings
119 Scheme showing the North-South Motorway
and its benefits
120 Sketch of the required parking space
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121 Scheme showing the main Conception in the
city scale
122 Scheme showing the North-South Motorway
and its benefits
123 Sketch of the connection between the
microdistricts
124 Sketch of the main conception concerning
hierarchy of the public transport
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133.

tem behind their location. People can build a garage wherever
they want inside the yards. It is not controlled by the government
as it should have been. Parking lots are not organized even in
front of the entrances to the local shops. Inhabitants define every free space and extra width of roads as a potential parking lot,
which makes it inconvenient to move through the microdistrict.
Road network within microdistrict has a small amount of impasses, it is highly interconnected and allows crossing through the whole microdistrict in various ways.
The road network and the spatial configuration of microdistricts are
only promoting the use of cars. The needs of pedestrians and cyclists
are not taken into account. The pathways within microdistricts are
often blocked by garages or cars and thus are not working the way
they were initially planned to. If there are no steps done to improve
the situation, the whole free space will be used for parking. As the
result, there will be no chance for pedestrians and bicyclists to move
through the area freely. Last green areas will be turned into parking.
125 Scheme of the parking micro-zoning
Illegally parked cars will occupy more lanes and will complicate traf126 Scheme of the concept of parkings and private
gardens
fic flows even more. Eventually, pedestrians will be pushed out from
127 Scheme showing concept of the pedestrian
the microdistricts. All facilities like playgrounds, yards and schools
ways
128 Scheme showing the location of garages in the will be replaced by parking. Using car for moving around the city,
yards
even for short distances, will be the most convenient way. In the end
129 Sketch of the concept of private yard
130 Sketch of the street section
the whole spatial situation and the transport network will collapse.
131 Comparative scheme of the German experience (Berlin-Marzahn) and Cheryomuski
132 Scheme showing comparison of German
Yard
example (Halle-Silberhöhe) and Cheryomushki
133 Final Conception, Team of Mobility and
Transport, 2017
Space
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in the yards, that is now taken by cars and garages, can

Team of Mobility and Transport

be defined as a potential for the development of a landscape and
clean functional structure with the mixed-use facilities. The usage of the space, mobility and certain amount of parking space
depend on the area and hierarchy of the nearby streets.
All roads are now accessible and thus the drivers can move and
park wherever the prefer. Absence of any restrictions and organization led to a specific hierarchy of cars and garages which occupied almost all the free space within the yards. The existing
number of parking lots does not meet the modern demands.
2. Planning Goals
Region
The main goal is to increase the possibility to travel within and outside the region.
While developing city street network with higher ranks, it is import-

134.

135.

ant to disable their tracing through the districts. They should be
drawn along the borders of the districts as much as possible.
The new highway envisioned in the general plan of Odessa and located on the western corner of the city will turn the traffic flows
to 90 degrees and redirect them from the north-south to southwest direction through the existing districts such as Cheryomushki. Unfortunately, that will only worsen the traffic conditions.
City
It is important to develop public transport as a single interconnected
system. Its efficiency should meet modern requirements and become
more comfortable for citizens then the private transport such as cars.
Also, there should be a comprehensive network for pedestrians and cyclists.
The main goal here is the enhancement of convenience and reMobility and Transport

134 Only public transport scenario, Team of Mobility
and Transport, 2017
135 Transportation Hub scenario, Team of Mobility
and Transport, 2017
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liability of the public transport. Moreover, an overall city wide
transportation strategy is needed. That includes possibilities to interchange between a bigger variety of transportation
modes. The alternative travel modes should be prioritized.
The idea is to achieve a reliable multimodal and interconnected public transportation network to decrease the need for
cars. Therefore, we propose to speed up the public transport and put it on the top of the transportation hierarchy.
Using the alternative types of transport should be the most
convenient and fastest way to travel within the city.
District
Our goal is to implement an accessible interconnected district. It means a convenient public transport that includes
bus stops with a proximity of about 5-minute walk and a secondary network for cyclists and pedestrians, where you can
move both through the district and beyond its borders.
We definitely do not want to bring more car traffic to the district as it will only make things worse. We would like to give
the priority to the pedestrians and public transport.
Microdistrict
We want to promote alternatives like walking, cycling and
public transport. Car-use within the district and especially within the microdistrict should not be dominating.
The point is to reorganize the parking distribution. All existing illegal garages should be removed and parking facilities
should be spread among the district and the whole city.
The interests of the pedestrians should be taken into account. Therefore, car drivers should not have a possibility to ride anywhere they
want (e.g. pedestrian paths are often used for parking and the passage
of vehicles). The opportunity to park in any place should be restricted.
The whole area should not be seen as a place for the cars
in general. And thus, we have to enable the right balance for
the limited use of roads (those for ambulance, fire engines
and products delivery for schools and kindergartens).
We should separate the roads for cars from the pedestrian’s
paths. Passages within the microdistrict should end with blind
alleys. The quality of the pedestrian routes also has to be enhanced and, moreover, they must be divided from the parkings.
Yard
One more goal of ours is to achieve a harmony between the mobility
and functions inside the yards. That means we want to alter the existing hierarchy when cars are way above the people. We also plan to
reduce the number of garages, establish restrictions on parking in the
yards, preserving some places for the guest parking lots and providing the required functions with a free space. And last but not least,
we define which yards are dead-end and which are transitional.
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3. Scenarios
3.1. No cars. Only public transport
In case of the positive outcome, street capacity will grow, providing more space for alternative travel modes. Short passages for
pedestrians will be more convenient and thus widespread. As a
result, more profitable routes and bigger transportation network
will be established in order to meet the emerging demands.
And if the negative outcome takes place, the whole lifestyle will need
to be altered. For example, in cases when the use of car is essential,
people will not have the mobility and accessibility on roads that is there
now. A negative impact will also occur with the car related businesses.
3.2. No public transport. Only cars
The most beneficial part of this scenario if the increase in flexibility and mobility. However, it has great disadvantages such widening of the streets, traffic jams, more parking places, etc. The
overall decrease in the speed of life will take place. Social balance will be broken and ecological problems will appear.
3.3. Cheryomushki as a new hub
From the economical point of view this scenario is highly beneficial.
Different steps such as the connection of Cheryomushki with the whole
city, the implementation of new functions, the organization of traffic
hierarchy and the increase of public transport will lead to the inflow of
people and, moreover, tothe sufficient investments in the whole district.
The establishment of this interchange hub will also result in the reduction of the use of cars and the quantity of unauthorized parking lots.
Mobility and Transport

136 Sketch showing hierarchy of different kinds of
mobility
137 Sketch of the concept of the yard organization
138 Sketch showing new entrances to the
residential blocks
139 Scheme showing the types of parkings
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However, some undesirable effects will occur as well. For example, the overall increase of traffic volume, noise and congestion and the division of the district’s structure.
4. Conception
Transportation system
The main idea is to implement a new hierarchy within the transportation network.
We want to reroute the main private traffic flows
around the district and not through it.
Dedicated traffic lanes for the public transport will separate
it from the regular traffic. Spreading and connecting the public transport routes with each other will result in the implementation of the interconnected city-wide road network. These
steps will increase speed of public transport and will also make
it more convenient compared to the private transportation.
Parking micro-zoning
The main idea is to develop a parking micro-zoning considering
the private and community yards to be a car-free area. In order to
achieve it, deferent types of parking were developed. This zoning
map will regulate the organization of a particular type of parking
within a particular area. The variety of different types of parking provides opportunities to meet different demands of the inhabitants.
An upgrade of social accessibility
We propose a well-developed secondary network working as
a short route for pedestrians and cyclists within the microdistrict. It will be a convenient and pleasant alternative compared
to the existing situation. Cars, in their turn, will only have access to small streets connecting a few neighborhoods. By using this common street space pedestrians and cyclists can
reach the main pathways.
This secondary street network links together functions such
as kindergartens, schools and parks and connects them
with other microdistricts. This network also enables a 5
min walk accessibility to the bus stops.5. Realization

5. Realization
Transportation system
Public transport has to be controlled by the municipality in order to be
a reliable alternative for the private transportation. Thus a system of
public transport cards has to be enabled. If a person has this card, he
or she can interchange between several routes while paying only once.
Private transport companies are allowed to ride on dedicated lanes only
in case if they meet the municipal requirements such as 24/7 service.
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Parking micro-zoning
A gradual reorganization of the unauthorized garages into new structures.
The first step is to determine areas where no cars should be present.
Based on these findings, the zoning map, various types of parkings
and the demands of the inhabitants the process can be initiated.
An upgrade of social accessibility
After defining the network of forked roads, the secondary network will be installed and connected with the new bus stops. That
is only possible after removing the existing parking infrastructure. Therefore, a discussion with the inhabitants has to be started in order to achieve their understanding and acceptance.
List of literature and Internet sources
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